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Perhaps you’ve always thought (or have been told) that having too many ideas,  
and resulting overwhelm, was a big part of the reason for your struggle in identifying your true purpose? 
 
Well, what if you discovered that those very ideas were actually YOUR WAY OUT -  
and you didn't have to be concerned about missing out on any of them that are a true fit for you?  
 
In this Idea Inventory, we’ll capture all those “butterflies of brilliance” flying around inside your head … 
and then we’ll align them, so you’ll see your own unique, profitable Body of Work forming into 
purposeful, prosperous cohesiveness and flow. 

★ PART ONE ★ 
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●  You know your mind is filled with them – SPARKS OF GENIUS!  Those inspirations – whether just initial fragments or 
full-blown brainstorms – for projects, products, programs, workshops, blog posts … or catchy titles, phrases, and images 
that catch your eye and capture your imagination.  This HIDDEN TREASURE TROVE IDEA INVENTORY is meant to give you one 
central place to begin capturing and collecting them -  AND to invite you to explore the BEST place for you to keep your 
Hidden Treasure Trove of Ideas up to date.   
 
BONUS: For many of you, there will be other formats for keeping your growing HIDDEN TREASURE TROVE IDEA INVENTORY  
that you may find serve you better than just pen and paper (though that’s a great place to start, which is the reason for 
this HIDDEN TREASURE TROVE IDEA INVENTORY – the KEY is TO START!) – so I encourage you to START HERE – and then 
explore other potential formats for capturing your HIDDEN TREASURE TROVE IDEA INVENTORY – from post-it notes collected on 
a master flip-chart page (in MindMap fashion – see GENESIS OF GENIUS, pp. 301-302), to a journal or notebook with 
pockets (for capturing clips, images, etc.), to electronic tools like Evernote (online tool) or OneNote (software) – and find 
what works best for you.  These options will especially help you capture images (though you also may choose to use this 
HIDDEN TREASURE TROVE IDEA INVENTORY as your master container, and add it to a notebook with sections and pockets, as 
well – just printing out more pages, as needed.  Again, the key is to find a method of capturing all your ideas in one 
expansive place. 
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●  Programs, Workshops, Webinars 
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●  Catchy Titles/Phrases/Images 
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Don’t be afraid to DREAM BIG!  Often, we stop short of acknowledging and honoring the BIG IDEAS that actually inspire 
us the most – for fear they are “too big” or overwhelming.  However, as we discover in this Course, it is the BIG VISION(S) 
that energiize us to accomplish great things by sharing our GENIUS!   

 
Dream no small dreams, for they have no power to move the hearts of men.  

~ Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
 
So, go ahead – capture those big, world-changing ideas – because the POWER ARC of WHERE, NOW, HOW will help you 
make these dreams real, at whatever scale you are guided to create them (and once you get clear on your Vision, the 
scope and scale – as well as your Best Next Steps – will become crytal clear for you … and before you know it, you’ll be 
LIVING dreams larger than you ever imagined. 
 

  

  

  

  

  

●  World-Changing Ideas &  Visions  
(Remember, your “world” can be your family, your neighborhood, your community, your town or city, your country,  
or yes – the planet, the globe, the world). 
These ideas could be about creating or launching an initiative or creation, helping others do so, joining or collaborating 
in an existing creation, initiative or cause.  “I’d love to change the world by …” This is your canvas! 
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●  Causes  
What issues or causes do you care most about? The environment? Women’s rights? Homelessness? 
List the causes that attract your attention – and consider how you might use your genius to make an impact there. 
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